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extracting exactly same features as in preprocessing stage of
learning part of algorithm.
III. PREPROCESSING AND FEATURE EXTRACTION
As mentioned above getting x, y and z coordinate vectors of
POI must be preprocessed and few features must be extracted
from them. Firstly vectors are merged into one by following
formula:
(1),
f i=  x 2i  y 2i z 2i 



where fi is merged value vector, and xi, yi, zi are coordinate
vectors. Significant amount of noise is always present when
collecting data from sensors. Kinect is no exception. To cut
off high frequency noise from merged vector, Butterworth low
pass filter is applied [3].
After this procedure we can now extract features mentioned
above. Mean crossing rate (MCR) is calculated as rate of
crossing over mean value of given vector. Frequency is in
direct proportion to MCR. Second feature is short time
average energy (STAE). STAE is calculated by formula (2).

si =∑∣ℱ f 2i ∣

(2),

where, si is STAE value, fi2 is square values of merged
vector and ℱ is Fourier transform of given vector. Mean µc as
third value if self explanatory, as it is mean of all values in
given vector. Last feature is standard deviation calculated by
formula (3).



x

f i  F =P  X =F∣C=i  P C=i 

where P(X=F|C=i) is called as class-conditional probability
distribution (CPD). Thus, the Bayes classifier finds the
maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) hypothesis given
example F.
Direct estimation of P(X=F|C=i) from a given set of
training examples is hard when the feature space is highdimensional. Therefore using simplifying assumption that
features are independent given the class. Another simplifying
assumption is made as we assume that a priori probability of
certain class is same for all classes. In other words we assume
equiprobability of classes. We have no reason for this
assumption so it might be bad idea. In order to decrease error
risk distributed through learning we use only binary tree
structure.
We are dealing here with continuous data sets. Typical
assumption for this type of data is that values associated with
each class are distributed according to Gaussian distribution.
We firstly segment data by class, and then compute mean and
variance of feature ei in each class. Since we use tree structure,
every analyzed vector ei contains data from nodes or leaves of
subtree that lies under currently calculated node. Probability
of some value given a class P(ei=v|c) can be then computed by
formula (6).
2

1
P e i=v∣c=
e
 2 2c

N

1
s dev =
−1 ∑  x i− x
N
i=1

(3),

where sdev is standard deviation, N is count of samples in
given vector fi, xi is i-th sample and x is mean value.

P C=i∣X =F =

−v−c 
2

2 c

(6),

where P(ei = v|c) is probability of some value given class, µc
2
is mean of the values in ei associated with class c and c is
variance of the values in ei in given class c.
Class with highest probability is considered as given class
and therefor is assumed as currently performed gesture.

IV. BACKGROUND AND CALCULATIONS
Let F = (e1,...., en) be a vector of features, where each feature
takes values form its domain Di as described in [2]. The set of
all feature vectors is denoted Ω = D1 x … x Dn . Let C be an
unobserved random variable denoting class of an example,
where C can take one of m values c ϵ {0, … , m-1}.
A function g: Ω → {0, … , m – 1}, where g(x) = C, denotes
a concept to be learned. Deterministic g(x) corresponds to a
concept without noise, which always assigns the same class to
given example (e.g., disjunctive and conjunctive concept are
deterministic).
A classifier is defined by a (deterministic) function
h: Ω → {0, … , m – 1} (a hypothesis) that assigns a class to
any given example. Common approach is to associate each
class i with a discriminant function fi(x), i = 0, … , m – 1, and
let the classifier select the class with maximum discriminant
function on a given example h(x) = arg maxi fi(x). The Bayes
classifier uses as discriminant functions the class posterior
probabilities given feature vector F. Applying Bayes rule
gives

(5),

V. GESTURES
As mentioned in section II. of this paper we are using four
gestures. In this section we will focus on explaining each of
them.
Horizontal waving movement is shown on Fig. 2. It is cyclic
movement of POI between P1 and P2.

Fig. 2: Horizontal waving of POI

Vertical waving movement is shown on Fig.3. It is similar to
the horizontal waving.

P  X =F∣C =i P C=i
PX =F

(4),
where P(X=F) is identical for all classes, and therefore can be
ignored. This yields Bayes discriminant functions
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dimensional distribution. Combining with static tree structure
it will eliminate problem with exponentially decreasing
accuracy with increasing count of classes. Also more feature
vectors can be added, that can increase accuracy of algorithm.
VI. CLASSIFICATION
To determine effectiveness of this classification algorithm
we will use confusion table. In each cell of this table will be
amount of data frames classified as probable class. We used
1000 samples for each class. If sample is classified properly it
is added to cell where column and row has same name.
Otherwise classification failed.
horizontal wave
vertical wave
circling
„eight“

Fig. 3: Vertical wave
of POI

Previous gesture types were pretty self explanatory. But
following gestures need a little explanation. On Fig. 4 is
circling movement of POI. We does not care about starting
point of circling since we have implemented value vector
shifting. Each collected frame of data are overlapping
previous frame with specified amount of samples. With
feature extraction from merged frames and strongly
specifiable STAE parameter that is extracted from Fourier
transform of data frames, we no longer need to care where will
gesture start or end. This fact gives us high robustness for
classification.

horizontal wave vertical wave
940
60
79
893
0
42
0
2

circling
0
28
872
72

„eight“
0
0
86
928
overall accuracy

accuracy
94,0000%
89,3000%
87,2000%
92,8000%
90,8250%

Tab. 1: Confusion matrix of SNBT algorithm.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Static Naive Bayesian Tree algorithm is easy fast and
robust. As we shown in this paper it is also accurate with
overall accuracy around 90.825% of properly classified
samples. We found that significant impact on accuracy has
size of data frame and size of overlapping vector. SNBT can
be used for classification problems where classes are
structured into static tree. Further research time should be
focused on implementing Bayesian classifiers into dynamic
tree structure which will be created during learning stage of
algorithm.
In future, gesture recognition will be used for starting
specific procedure. For example we are using kinect to control
Mitsubishi robot. Robot is copying movement of human hand.
We can use other hand to perform specific gestures, that will
for example start recording of the robot movement or start
some device connected on the robot's universal device slot
(i.e. welding machine).
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